
Beware, for the huge wins are ahead! Meet the generous 

Nefertiti and her precious artifacts, collect gems, and enjoy 

hitting the Grand progressive jackpot as you gather 20 of them!  

But there’s even more… the Majestic Bonus feature is there to 

help you form even more wins! Collect rings during the 10-spin 

main game cycles and enjoy winning with multipliers and extra 

Wilds at the final spin! All that awaits in the new 5-reel, 20-line 

slot Nefertiti’s Ring Jackpot!

5 Reel with 
Progressive 
Jackpot

Game Play
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Key Highlights

Main game is divided into 10-spin 
rounds aiming at collecting marked 
cells. The cells are marked by the 
Magic Rings.

When a Magic Ring lands in a cell 
that has already been marked, it 
increases the all-wins multiplier by 1

All marked cells are guaranteed to 
become Wild at the 10th spin 

of a round.

Lucky Money Game provides 

a chance of winning one 

of the Progressive Jackpots

Lucky Money Game
 Triggered by 3 Gem

 5 spins are awarded initiall

 All Gems fall to the bottom-most 

cell of their reel when landin

 Each filled row grants an extra spi

 3 filled rows guarantee winning 

the Minor Progressive Jackpo

 4 filled rows gurarantee winning 

the Grand Progressive Jackpot

10-spin main 

          game round
 Magic Rings mark their cells when 

landin

 Magic Rings that land in cells that 

have been marked already increase 

the all-wins multiplier by 

 All marked cells become Wild at 

the final spin of a round

Paylines – 20


Min – max bet = 0.20 - 100


Max Win (Single Spin) – 1280x bet

Volatility
High

RTP
96.03% (more options available)

BASE GAME
69.73%

Bonus
27.80%

Progressive Jackpot
1.50%
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